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Air Power Films

Santa Clara Valley: Increasing cloudiness today with probable evening rain.
San Jose: High today 70-140,
Ian’ -15-55, oith southerly winds
15-25 m.p.h. high yesterday 76,
Ion 60.
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triy time

"The Clouds of Venus" and
"if ’1’11..4
M echan ic% and
the
Lunar Prohe" will he the films
shovin Iii TI I. t iiii orrou at 2:30.
The films are a part id the .1ir
rinser Series.
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Modern Tabulators
Hasten Vote Counting
By GERALD 61-18011
San Jose Stale, a thriving college community of 19,500 students,
will have what an All-American
city of 270,000 does not have -automatic ballot counting in elections.
Kten Santa Clara County with
more than 3000)0 registered voters does not have counting machines.
Today and tomorrow’s freshman
election will be run exclusively
with IBM processing cards, which
will be counted in a matter of minutes after polls close tomorrow
aftertson at 4:30.
Ballot counting in government
always has been a slow, tiresome
process in all elections. For most
governments, modern tabulating
methods alt’ not financially feasible.
The IBM process was tried first
last spring when Pete Briggs,
graduate mathematics student,
worked out problems coding a proFrom Ism- on it will be a usual
thing in SJS elections. Results will
be final in about an hour after
lolls close. Briggs said.
In municipal elections, unofficial
results are not tabulated until lb

Dr. Ogilvie Hails
James Baldwin
In Book Talk
VIARIANNE l..t a
1!rc.
Itit enthnsiasm for his
snlhjimi Dr. Bruce C. Ogilvie re\ lexkihil James Baldwin’s "The Fire
Nevt Tree" before an overflow
a Alma,. ah yesterday’s book talk.
t,hl ie, professor of pay ’5,:: emphasized the book’s
the racial problem in
\
I, day.
II
talk. Dr. Ogilvie pre. mral quotes from the

Information and Facts

o’clock or midnight. In the
county’s general elections, results
are not known sometimes until
3:30 or 4 in the morning.
OLD EQUIPMENT
The reason for this is that both
municipal and county ballots are
hand counted. San Jose City Clerk
Francis L. Greiner said, "We have
no special equipment. It’s the same
old equipment we have had to use
for umpteen years."
Greinier said that municipal ballots are hand counted at an average rate of 100 ballots an hour,
depending on the size of the turnout and number of candidates.
Aithough the turnout in the SJS
frost, election is not expected to be
too great, ballots can he counted
at more than 100 a minute, Briggs
said.
About the trial run last spring,
Briggs said, "There were a few
problems at first. One wits because
we had two types of ballots and,
secondly, students became confused which ballots to mark with
IBM pencils and stamps."
MARKERS
In the today’s election, all ballots are printed with candidates’
names on them. Marking pencils
are being furnished by the ASI3.
After ballots are turned in, they
will go through three different
computing machines. At a rote of
III) a minute for one machine and
240 a minute for another, the process doesn’t take too long.
The machines are the reproducing punch, which reads the ballots
and punches corresponding holes
In the cards; the card redder,
which reads and stores results;
and the card printer which types
the results on paper.
ACCURACY
If there is any error in the
tabulating, one of the machines
will catch the error since everything is double checked automatically.
With this speed and accuracy,
cost and time are cut down to a
inn inimum.
Thus, for all future elections,
5.15 will have one of the most upto-date ballot counting programs
in the nation.

’Peace Corps Week’ Starts
Tomorrow; Shriver Speaks

Bv:kk-lharn
’
STRONG REINFORCEMENTRobin Phillips, Election Board
member, backed up by the U.S. Army’s familiar recruiting officer,
reminds freshmen to go to the polls today and tomorrow to elect
four freshmen representatives to Student Council.

Oriental Philosopher Gives
Peace of Mind Formula

fly RILL WATSON
"Peace Corps Week" hh the SJS
campus lx.mtis tomorrow \h. hen R.
Sargent Shri hr, direct.,r
the
corps, addre-ses the ,todonts and
faculty at 1030 a.m. in the Men’s
Gymnasium.
The object of the visit by Shriver
and the Peace Corps team is, according to Craig Ward, public atfairs director for the Peace Corps.
"I, present information anti facts
it the Peace Corps and its accomplishments."
"There is no pitch involved in
our visit," Ward stated. "We are
not here to beg people to join the
Peace Corps. If we had to talk
-

T

’rawer Hall’s fate hung in the
rile yesterday as SJS and state
it ’loIs began three days of meetirms that deal with the venerable
By FORREST CASSIDY
!life, such as power and money," Tower’s future,
Pres. John T. Wahlquist, in a
Many Persons are emotionally he said, "but they may not help
telephone conversation from Ingletortured, according to Younghill provide peace of mind."
Instead, he added, Oriental phi- wood with the Spartan DadY yesRang, noted author anti lecturer.
teaches that security is terday afternoon, told of the lour
They often mistake economic se- Ins"hY
obtained by living in harmony with Plans discussed by committee
curtly for peace of mind, only to
one’s environment and with the members,
discgver that the spiritual security
FOI it PIANs
forces of life.
they Vseek does not come from ecoOne atm naiie was to com"We are here to face the indinomic well being.
vidual problems of life and death:". nietelY rehaialltote Towel‘ gidi
They live in luxury, but the he said.
thought of what they don’t have
Great
Gat books and music may
becomes a nemous fret, he said
ate a person like Faust or T.
Speaking yesterday on "Peace of
Eliot, he ’added, but they do
Mind: An Oriental Approach,’’
teach a person how to live without
Rang discussed some of the causes
tension,
of spiritual insecurity and deKetiru’dY.,
A
Rang discussed the teachings of
scribed several schools of Oriental I
1Confueius and Buddha and noted ’ tax cut program will highlight
philosophy which try to provide it.
today’s 7 p.m. meeting of the Eco.
Noting that modern society that many of their maxims are nornirs Club. Other items to be
paralleled by similar sayings in
stresses materialistic values, Rang
dkenssed at the gathering in
h western cultures,
said. "We are burdened with
He also claimed that Oriental Cafeteria Room A are the draft strains s o :meat that we have no
philosophy is not well understobd ing of the club constitution and
lime to smell the flowers or look
in the West and for that reason nominations of officers.
at the moon.
the real American religion adopt-There arc ,11/111. cn,,d
ing some Oriental views is yet to
I..

Econ Cl u b Views
Kennedy s Tax Cut

Council Favors Underwriting
Funds To Publish Peacock Cuban Says
Panel ’Lied’
About Cuba
Student rourpil

%riled

favor of uncle, is I one; funds to
publish Spartan Dilly’s colored
supplement, the I’eaciick
however, the money still mine
loan the f’olle!!,e ’nion luolding

DR. OGILVIE
. . "ideal solution"
much he tertned mpresentaof the Negro author’s philtrophy
al.’ the points brought
out
LI ’,Ir. I !I’S statement, "White
lh"mh.h
Mis country will have
Tele
to do in learning how
atthi,t ,rid love themselves
and
ehheli halaI and when
they achieve
’hh Mehl will not Ix, tomorrow
;old
lI’y well be never
the
Nem., ihomlem will
no longer ex .t
no longer be needed.
br, Drilvie
supported this idea
,tatitiv the
basic concern in
piol)leM is the
lack of self Jo\ t III I he
American t’aueasian
tod,

by

lk ;I,

hit-v.111as! by 08ii,:h terribly
flarringpil hit roan being
mei Vl 1’1 I f
(il eX11111, d,
1II
added that the author
is
when
mis,intlerstooil concerning
hi. reeling, on Negro action. He
’",(1 ’bat Italdwin
concludes that
Ptseer is not
the way, and that
he strongly
supports passive rehetatt(’th
t Ms) what he considered ’he
ideal solution" to the
lila lion. Dr. Ogilive
replied:
Ilia’ oho
Outfit
out prejialice." -en be nosed with-

Eight Students
Receive Grants
Eight undergraduate st1J,11ri!
are the recipients of gh amsin-aid totaling $14,400 from Ite
National Science Foundation of
the federal government to eon I !let chemical research next summer and the 1964-65 academic
5.15

Dr. Lloyd Van Allen, associate
professor of chemistry, announced
that $600 haS been granted for
summer research and $200 for the
iseittlelTlie year to the following
students:
h Richard Arluck, Kin-Hing Chan,
intl lkinald Lee, for Inorganic
chemistry research; Robert (;ill ham and Siegmund Teiehman, for
physical chemistry’: Lawrence Jensen and Gary Means, for biochemistry: and Shirley Mae Chiarello,
for inorganic chemistry. All are
ir except Donald
c hemistry majos,
Lee, who is a physical science
teaching major.

Mooray Here Today
Tits(’ ’Toward an Active Stu-

dentCommunityI will present the
author of "The Second Cuban
Revolution," J. P. *sway, at 3:30
p.m. today in Ti155.
Mooray and his family reportedly spent 21 months in Cuba.

Forid,
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not
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ASI1

;.;encral

fund as temally is the ease No
specific amount ii a’, named in the
resolut ion
A lengthy discussion prectelh..1
the vote. and the council seemed
Steve Driggs, 5.15 politic,I
split ’iii the issue until a vote wa- ihnce major, has received a 11,h1taken, The issue was whether to lenge to a public debate on Cuba
; allorate money at all to puldr11 From an unidentified person known
the Peacock, on the one hand only as "Garcia."
The other side was to publish tip’
A telegram challenging Driggs
Peacock and devote the majorit, who recently visited Cuba and tin it
of the issues to the College Union. reported on the trip at SJS last
Council member Charlene HiaH week. was rece ived yesterday
said that she was against using morning by the Spartan Daily.
the Peacock as a means to the
It said, "I am sick and tired of
ASB’s end of advertising for the listening to Steve Driggs and
trill
mme others lying about the true situandlege Union. The issiah
out just before the Union election lion of the suffering and (Wald DI,.

Ii.

dated Cuba my country. I chatASII Pres. Steve Larson corn- lenge them lo a public debate on
mented to Miss Hiatt that he felt the campus any time."
both sides will benefit and that ,
The telegram was signed, "Garthe council was not using the Daily
Ida," and it told where to meet
as a tool at all.
I with the writer to make arrangeThe reason the coming issue will merits for a debate.
he devoted to the Union is to
Driggs, informed of the telegram
attempt to educate the commuter
yesterday afternoon, said he would
student on the Union.
consent to public debate if agreeCouncil adviser Dr. Lowell Wal- able terms could be worked out.
ter stated that the commuter stu- He said he would meet. with
dent is the hardest to convince on "Garcia" at the place and time
the benefits of a Union. He also stated on the telegram.
made it clear that Dwight Bente’,
head of Journalism and Advert’sing and chairman of the College Paft To Address SJS
Union Planning Committee, has
been involvisi in formulating plans Young Republicans
Jaeob Pall will address the
for a union for many years.
One of the points in the dia. SJS Young Republican group at
cussion was that the Peacock 8 tonight on the topic: "Repuhserves merely as an instructional bean Dilemma; Political Schizodevice for the Spartan Daily staff. phrenia."
Further, it was brought up that
The group will meet in CH226.
ASII funds should not be spent foe
The Ylt hoard will meet at 7:30
an educational item,
p.m. prior to Dr. Patt’s talk.

them into joining, they would rent
be the kind of representatives we
want."
"Our tests," said Ward, "are
given to students on campus to get
an idea of the number of interested
students and to expedite their applications to Washington."
The record number of students
to take the Peace Corps Profile
Test was 450 at the University
of Wisconsin. "Judging by our reception at San Diego State earlier
this week they should surpass this
record easily. Over %IX) had signed
thc first two
op to take
days we vim, the!,
-*in Jose State no I very well

tweak the record with the support
understand they have given
us." said Ward.
SJS leads all California state
ti .1
with the number of personnet contributed to the program with 57.
With 702 Californians having
served this has been called the
Peace Corps State. According to
Ward, one out of every four or
, five volunteers is horn California.
J The other members of the Peace
’Corp, team will be available to
campus groups for speaking en, ogements.
"Each member of the team,"
Ward said, "is qualified to speak
on an aspect of the Peace Corps.
They have worked in areas of
selection, public affairs. training
, and overseas."
I The other members of the Peace
!Corps team are Sally B. Salton stall, Nancy McDowell Carter,
James Sheahan and Warren W.
which President Wahlquist said re- Wiggins, associate director of the
ceived "adequate representation" corps.
tluring the meeting.
Groups interested in inviting
’rhe three other plans involve Peace Corps members to speak
leaving the Tower and Morris may make arrangements with
Dailey Auditorium, leaving just the Donald R. Ryan, assistant to the
Tower, or replacing the entire dean of students in Adm269.
Tower Hall with new buildings.
Arrangements to take the peace
The first plan, to leave the Corps placement tests may be
Tower and the auditorium and mode at h,ttiiev,Ptheiacche Carps informsreplacelbesttlpwith
the rest of Tower Hall
will
new structures, would coo ,
from the bookstore during
$2.779,600, according to President i5 hh Corp, Week."
.1Wo’ emah(lqiis,iet,teriaa.d take 40 months to
We

ower Fate Foggy
Decision on Friday

crane.

in

No. 17

The second plan. to leave onlj
the Tower and replace the rest
,ith new buildings. would cos;
53.456.300 and take 47 months,
Plan three, to replace everythine
in Tower Hall with new buildings.
would cost $3,644,600, and take
41 months.
AIR CONDITIONING
The proposal to completely rehabilitate Tower Hall would cost
$1,292,725 and would include forced
air heating and air conditioning
in the old reserve book room and
metitorium and air conditioning
throughout, a cos t of $530.000
more than the $760,000 already
allotel by the state for the Hall’s
rehabilitation.
In the first two plans, the Towel
and/or auditorium vh mild be lett
standing only and additional lun’l
would have to lie procured to mak,
-ale the facilities.
h,
imal decision is exp.,
reached by Friday

Union Committee
..i
Program
To Discuss
the
uniun
i
Wrd,
election ballot will be considered
today at a meeting of the Union
Planning Commit tee in H1 at
12:30 p.m.
The group will discuss the corn.
ing program to inform students
about the proposed $3.6 million
structure
The information campaign will
begin Om_ 21 and consist of eight
parts.
Culminating the program will be
’he election Dec. 11 and 12, to de ommine if students wish to pay
, hnflatory lees to finance the
I ’urn
11 tvhethirds of those who vote
I -oes" ballots. students will
in nnr,itn. 141 .1 graduated scale
SI rill

Spattaitezily

PSA WEEKLY FLYING
FOOTBALL CONTEST
GAMES FOR THE WEEKEND OF OCT. 11-12
c/pc- I, .1 wIrincr sirI
(N01 E.: CI -Pc 1
the probable score).

I

OFF TO LOS ANGELESA
round-trip flight to Los Angeles
was won by Joe Ulreich, senior
business major, in Spartan Daily’s second weekly Flying Football contest. Seventy-four entries named last week’s winning
teams but Joe’s scores were
closest to the actual ones. Entries for this week’s contest must
be turned in at the Spartan
Bookstore or Spartan Daily by
noon Friday.

injC 1’0

SJS

vs.

Washington Stale

USC

VS.

Notre Dame

Washington

VS.

Oregon State

Texas

VS.

Oklahoma

Michigan

VS.

Michigan State

Wisconsin

vs.

Purdue

All eithier, mhrt k1 in th
h h .re and Spartan it h

’

NAML _
ADDRESS
PHONE
cantut Is open to ell members cif the SJS faculty and student body, with the
incptien of members of the Spartan Daily edits:oriel and advertiting stets Winner
will recive
free roend.frip ticket on Pacific Southwest Airlines between San Fran.
cisco nd Los Angeles (food until June Winner will be notified bir the WednesdaY
following ch contest.

i.-RPA2TAT4 DAILY

----

’rhursitsy nctober
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Colombian Unrest Pinpoints
Test for Alliance Program

The Foreign Student
More than 51.10 foreign students front esery corner of the globe
are studying at San lose State.
Except those from English speaking countries. most of the
foreign students must take courses specifically designed for them.
San Jose now offers courses in English, speech, and political
science. Another in ES. history has been proposed.
The question arises as to how far we should help them and to
what extent we should treat them as foreigners.
The language barrier certainly is a major problem for foreign
students, and they do need personal attention and understanding.
Some English orientation for incoming foreign students, therefore.
is highly recommended. Such a program helps them to get the most
out of our educational institution.
It is questionable. however, to try to guard them with all types
of special courses. After all, what is the significance of studying.
abroad? They are here to get an education, not a special education
for them, but an education such as all American youngsters receive.
At the same time, they are here not only for the education in the
classroom, but also for the actual experience of king as "one of
us."
The maximum opportunities must be open for American stu
Iiesits and foreign students to get to know one another and to exchange ideas if both sides are to benefit.
Also, a danger is invoked: Isn’t there slight possibility t hat
political scienc and U.S. bisony courses could become American
propaganda, or could be suspected as such?
Let us ask the foreign students their opinions about these ape.
cial courses. We are willing to help them, but we certainly cannot
afford any misunderstanding or mistrust through our good inten.
tions.M.l.

FENCE- MY KABY
-,

DEER VS. CAR
MADISON, Wis. UPI Last
year, the Wisconsin Conservation Department recorded 4,483
deer-auto collisions

Editor:
It seems evident in reference
to a series of circumstances this
past weekend that students living in the college community of
San Jose State are not receiving equal benefits of the college
administration. Prevalent in this
matter are the facts that the
Alcoholic Beverage Control and
the San Jose Police Department
conducted a T.G.I.F. party raid
sin deserving residences on 7th
Street. and overlooked a just as
alcoholic fraternity party on 11th
Street. The question is raised as
to the justification of raiding a
T.G.I.F. party, while at the same
time a fraternity party goes unmolested on the "sanctuary" of
11th Street, only to end in a
behind -the-wheel tragedy to
drinking minors.
As stated on the Spartan

Are You
Embarratoied
To Wear Your

Daily, the college administration
knew of the proposed raid on
the T.G.I.F. party. If the administration had taken steps in the
interest of the students involved,
it wasn’t apparent. While we do
not condone the activities of the
T.G.I.F. sponsor, we do believe that steps for the benefit
of the students could have been
attempted.
Fraternities are supposedly approved housing. Ideally, the college administration knew of this
social gathering as well as the
T.G.I.F. If so, how in the world
could the responsible officials of
San Jose State he so inconsistent
as to allow a fraternity the privilege of ’AIDING TO THE DELINQUENCY OF MINORS,’ yet
deprive the students on Seventh
Street of this so-called privilege?
If not, then why are fraternities
approved housing facilities? This
raises the further question, due
to these extreme circumstances,

.10.111101.11.
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For Her Pleasure At
Her Dance, Give Her

Crowd
Wel, there’s no need to be.
The innovation of contact lenses

in the field of vision has made
glasses relic. Since contacts are
worn on the eye, there’s no
need to keep wearing those
bulky glasses. For improved vision and appearance, come in
soon and let us fit you in contact lenses.

A Distinctive Corsage

NaArkti
SINCE 1885

The
Contact Lens
Center
123 South 3rd

"I

Thrust and Parry
Student Criticizes
Greek ’Sanctuary’

Glasses When
Speaking To A

%)ON’T

"FAMOUS FOR FINE FLOWERS"
2nd and San Fernando
Gifts of Dis.inc,-..n

CYpress 2-8312

C’s’ 7-5124

THE FINEST ALWAYS AND YOU

PAY NO MOPE
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as to whether judiciary inquiry
will be taken, or this sit uation
will be overlooked in the hope
that it will be forgotten as has
happened in the past.
Maybe it is true that "the
standards of the IFC comply
with the standards of the college." If so, we’d better seriously think of raising the "COLLEGE STANDARDS."
Gale Wilson, A2067
l’s al flolintag, ,s1400
Jim Ouf4, 5111529
Sam Voting, A12239
411111 HOU. A3460
EDITOR’S NOTE: The fraternity
involved did not permit drinking at
the party in its college approved
house that night. A blood alcohol
test given to the driver showed that
he was not under the influence of
alcohol at the time of the accident.
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"THIS SPORTING LIFE"
"THE MAGIC TIDE"
StAants $1.00

FRESH AND PURE ...

Moderne Drug Co.
ANTHONY D. CAMPAGNA. Jr.

TOWN
1433
433 THE ALAMEDA
"A KIND OF LOVING"
"ON THE MENU- Students S1.00

acfCit.0
Alma and Almaden Rd.
"THE CASTILLIAN"
"RAMPAGE!"

Professional Pharmacists

SAN JOSE. CALIF.

CHEVRON

11’ I

51,11,1911
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v v4^,u00
Light -

Good lighting is a
prerequisite to good grades
DESK LAMPS
from $8.95

Table Lamps
from $12.95
11.1 ;
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FIRST AT SAN CARLOS . . . DIAL 294.4200

%0

STOP AT THE
SIGN OF
BETTER
SERVICE

Whatever your needs in the way of
auto services, from tankful of gas
to an engine tune-up, you can be
sure they’ll get prompt expert at
f,nfion at reasonable student rtes
OIL CHANGE
LUBRICATIONS
FRONT WHEELS
BEARINGS PACKED
RELINED
BRAKES ADJUSTED AND
TIRES BALANCED
MOTOR TUNEUP

HERB’S
Chevron Station
8th and WW.arn St.

3 SPEED BICYCLES
Men’s or Ladies’
Qualify construction throughout
Synchro-mesh
Twist -grip gear shift controls
Extra large frame models
available for tall riders

39"
,arton)

assembled with 90 day
guarantee $44.95

PAUL’S CYCLES
I tri The Alameda
I:Y 3.9766

GAY0
400 S. lit ST.
"GARDEN OF EDEN"
"NUDE CAMERA"
"BODY BEAUTIFUL"
Students $1.00

A I? AT

G irt

14502 BIG BASIN WAY
"YOJIMBO"
"MARIE OCTOIRE"
Students $1.00

TROPICA!RE
1969 Alum Rock

/41,...

North Screen

South Screen

OPEN ’TIL MIDNIGHT

’CAP

TILE VS. TERMITE
NEV YORK UPI iCeramic
tile is widely used for buildings
in warm, moist climates because termites -- which thrive
in such areas --- can’t penetrate
or damage the dense, durable
bodies of real tile.

"SPENCER’S MOUNTAIN"
"PT. 109"

PHONE CYpross 3-7500
SECOND AND SANTA CLARA STREETS

then the bomb explosion on
schedule.
Either Venezuela or Colombia
would be a rich prize for the
Communists. Both governments
are anti-Communist and
Castro and both have rich flu.
turn! resources to aid them if
the Alliance is to fail there, then
the chances of less richly endowed Latin American nati,in,
are slim indeed.

And last week the forces unleashed by Castro again Latin
America were at work in Colombia, challenging with bombs the
peaceful evolution sought by the
Colombia government through
the U.S.-sponsored Alliance for
Progress.
The tactics were identical to
those of the pro-Castro terrorists in Venezuela. First the telephone call to the newspapers and

91411,5woo (szoiri
552 S Ba,corn

We give our inventory regular, meticulous inspections as your assurance that our
medications and ingredients are always pharmaceutically perfect and potent. Too,
. no substitutions. Our
you can be sure that we give exactly what is specified .
pharmacists? Courteous, prompt and anxious to be of service. Depend on them.

ny PIIII. NEWSOM
I PI rorellin New. Analyst
In Bogota’s ancient adobe and
stone San cellos Palace one day
last spring President Guillermo
IA -on %’alencia told this correspondent:
"Colombia is an open window
ready to exhibit the fruits of the
Alliance for Progress. Unfortunately, the window still is mostly
empty."
Last week in that same San
Carlos Palace, damaged now by
a terrori,,i bomb, President Valencia told his assembled ministers:
"We are faced with a true
emergency .
. the start of an
era of struggle between constitutional government and extremists."
San Carlos Palace stands near
the center of Bogota, just off
Bolivar Square and close to the
great cathedral. For nearly 500
years it has been a witness to
the changing currents of Colom
bian history.
The
palace
itself
barely
escaped destruction in 1948 when
rioters set the city afire during
a Pan-American conference. A
reported visitor to the city at
the time was a young Cuban terrorist named Fidel Castro.

lit & Son Salvador
; Bi ,
flimhoth Tay’’, -"THE V.I.P.’s"
"FOUR HITS AND A MISTER"
Mr. Ar.Ler 811

"HAUNTING"
"DR. BLOOD’S COFFIN"
"DIARY OF A MADMAN"

Stadium coats
lead busy lives when
they’re this smart!

$20
Picture yourself at the football gamer,
in this style with a mandarin
collar. It’s cotton corduroy, lined in
Orlon* acrylic. Red, bone: 8-14.

One of en exciting collection!
Sportswear, Second Floor
SHOP THURSDAY AND FRIDAY NIGHTS UNTIL 9
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Folk Musk Club
To Feature Singer
Tomorrow Night

YWCA Presents
Hoot Tonight
gm -along
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The staff for the Drama Department

has

annutincoil

Reader Theater Present;i11.0,

There is an

this

semester.

"The

World

101

of

Carl Sandborg.- to he 111’f’scnt11
Jan. 10 and 11 in the Studio
Theater. is ill he this Fall’s oral
interpretation.
This production of Sandhurg’prose and poetry. under the direction of Noreen Mitchell, associate priitessim if driona. has the
following tentatihe cast: Lee
Ruggles, Russell Ili/11’01110, and
Luis Miguel V.lh / :is headliners Stippratting will lie Mar4’arol
ian
Grcen.
I fart trU111,

OPTOMETRIST
AT your door
Eyes Examined
Prescriptions Filled
Contact Lenses
Lenses Replaced
Frames Repaired
BankAmericards Welcome

.1;0111‘,
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Drama Dept. Plans
Oral Interpretation

11/7 Blocks from

Open Sat. & Sun. 10 to 6
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11111,1.,

Fri. & Sat., 9, 10:30 & 12 P.M.
Sunday. Hootenanny, 8 P.M.

I.

VOTE FOR JUDY CLARK
FOR FRESHMAN COUNCIL
REPRESENTATIVE
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Your Pet’s Dept. Store I
1
Open Daily 10 to 8
I

bought a Slo
I
to 411grnshi n
around Into 1 it hh Ali in;
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Roger Perkins
Tommy Hobson

II tit\ EY

Featured at

"one of the largest pet shops in the country"
12 80

ELLEN FAUST

970 So. First St.

Dr.

PET 51i0 P

I

FOLK MUSIC THEATER
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A tvo if Ps
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Come up with new and better ideas for your benefit 1
L---et the council know what you want,
A---ttach importance to all small tasks,
Represent you to the best of her ability,
Keep you posted.

I
I
i

IGUANAS

I

the offstage
- Now Appearing

Judge legislation with fairness,
Use her head,
Do the job the way it should be done,
Vak, yak, yak in your be half,

SUSAN KENNY (right), receives bracelet for highest GPA from
Wendy Morck, co-chairman for the annual sophomore tea of
Phi Upsilon Omicron, national home economic honorary society.
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TERMS GLADLY

Roos ATNNS

1. r .1hist rt.
JUAN ELIA{
72 S. First St.
San Jose
Phone 297-0920
111111111111111111111111111111M111111 1111111

Westgate Shopping Center
1600 Saratoga Ave.
Phone 379-3051

First at Santa Clara
At

SPARTAN DATI.V-4
Ochit.1 1,, 1,1.

play’s director.
Scripts are 0/1
1(%.

SHE WILL:

LI

t

Any erliolled situlerit is eligible
to try out for the tragedy.. according to Miss Elizabeth Loeffler professor of drama and the
,- - -

:Thursday.

(.1J114,111

Nina and Mary, well known Pen Iii folk artists, will lead the
rind refreshments will

f
*
4, , pins ’I ilitton, Feer, & :Mon *
11 um ,s for depinulentAl
*
*
*
*
Woodrow Wilson Fellowships are *
*
it available to superior students in *
: the humanities, social sciences, :
as sciences, mathematics, art history, *
4 rnus;c composition, and musicology I
*
1964:65. Nomination deadline i.
4 for
* is Oct. 31, 1963. See your ad.iser *
4’ or Dr. Edgar A. Hornig, CH 145, :
*
*
* Ext. 2070.
*
*
************************
-- - --
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The local YWCA is presenting
from 8 It,
a Hootenanny tonight
210 South
11 at the Center,
:ccond and San Antonio Sts.

Onidinel Tryouts

State, Your Campus Reps. Are: Linda Irby, Dave Finn, Cheryl Woodward, Gary Brasfield

reti4.11f.

in SD-

Gym Squad Meets
All
iirsii,!,
dist treshman
gymnastic team candidates are
requested by Coach Clair Jennett
to be at the gymnastics room in
the Men’s Gym for the first workout Monday. Oct. 14, at 330 p.m.
I.ast year’s squad, made up primm.ly of underclassmen. finished
the ycar with a 3-to ucco:.d, al’ .origh finishing fourth in the
. .0 championships.

awer, Vincent Lead Freshman
’

Logan Back

Entertain Cal;
May Produce Top Effort
POIOIStS

Harriers in Sacramento Meet
David L.awer and Danny Vincent will lead what Coach Dean
Miller calls his finest freshman
cross-country team ever, into the
Sacramento invitational Saturday.
The freshmen will run against

major NorCal junior colleges and
SJCC has it. full team back
collegiate frosh teams in a pre- from last year’s Golden Gate Conliminary race to the varsity en- Ierence champions, while C.O.S.
counter.
boasts its toughest aggregation in
Lawer, who never ran erns’s- many years under coach Joe Barreadv to play our
"We sholud
countrs at Piedmont High, has bara.
best game of the year."
a best time in the mile of 4:39.
Coach Lee Walton, in one stateEXPERT
The pint-sized whiz finished
ment, summed up his team’s
Illth in the Long Beach Invichances in the Cal water polo
LUBRICATION
tational tno weeks ago In his
match tonight in the San Jose
all cars
first collegiaSe race.
pool.
98c
Vincent, a two-miler from PaGame time for the freshman prePuritan Oil
6th & Keyes
cifica, with a hest of 9:26. finished1
liminary is 7:30 p.m. The varsitv
37th at Long Beach.
go is at 8:30 p.m. Students with
Bill Myers, a 4:34 miler at Los’
1ASB cards will be admitted free.
Angeles High is the Spartababes’
The Spartans, 0-3 In NorCal
Sail to Europe
No. 3 man, Marcel Hetu, George;
League action, have been showRios,
Torn
Romero,
Bruce
Hutching signs of lift. In drills this
From West Coast
inson and Darrell Durtafon comvseek. Defensively. Walton exAt Unbelievable
prise the rest of the trash starters.
pects a turnabout from previous
DAVID LAWER
Ifetu will meet his former teamefforts.
He’s No. I
DANNY VINCENT
Economy Fare ! !
-- mate Ralph Likins of Hillsdale
"The goalies looked good yester. . . and he’s No. 2
High, who presently is running
WEST COAST TO EUROPE
FOR 5250.00 AND UP
for College of San Mateo.
Crop is $310.00)
Miller said of his team, -They’ve
NOW ON SALE
really got the spirit, and the de12,000-ton M V. Seven Seas desire to be great. It’s a pleasure
parts Los Angeles, February 12.
to work with this group.
visiting Acapulco, Cristobal,
Cartagena, Jrnaica, Lisbon,
, "They are closer as a team and
Southampton, Rotterdam, and
have better team spirit than the
arrives Bremerhaven on March 13.
varsity right now," he added.
Vi atch for ,.alesnocri iii
10% round-trip discount on HolThe frosh will have to go all
land -America line available for
front of the cafeteria
lout to improve on last year’s showreturn.
and hook store Thurada
ing at Sacramento. Joe Neff set
Dec: i Isns and descriptive fold. .#
10:30.12:30
stilt on request.
a new record of 19:24 over the
This bargain won’t last. Boot now
13.3 mile course in leading a 1-2-3
with San Francisco’s leading
San Jose State finish. Six frosh
Buy now and
steamship agency.
were among the top 10 finishers.
4SPARTAN DAILY
’Thursday, October 10, 1963
save
Neff Is twining this year for
Siemer & Hand, Ltd.
American River .1C, and has
465 Cai.fornia Street
al an itutises Oil Niott.
Same teammates who could
San Francisco, Carifornis
make things rough for the lo7-6737
EXbrook
cals. Miller also expects a battle
from San Jose City College,
San Mateo, and College of SeIT’S NOT TOO EARLY TO COME IN FOR
quoias.
Except for Vincent and Limey,
the remaining frosh are untested
25 for SI.95 and II
in competition this year. This may
or may not hamper them Satura rok
I iireign thriti
day. It appears, however, that the
Cards for all the family
team will have to be equal to last
and special occasions
, year’s performance if it expects
By DAVE NEWHOUSE
. to win.
Sports Editor

LATORRE

sports

Head. BM Parker.
day, and Charley Douglas showed Amrson, tiao
Herman 11,111 tiff, against
well in anticipating offensive and
breaks," Walton said. "If we can Cal. Larry Loganbill, who leads
with 22 waves, ow
anticipate more in getting the ball, ill,’ goalies
we will be able to score easier Opel% at goalie.
and more often."
Jack Likins, Chuck Pyle. Greg
Jeff Logan, out last weekend Buckingham, Bruce Cotter, Fred
with the flu is back in tip-top Haket, Pete Pace and Geo
schen will start for the tic,lim.1)
against the Cubs.
anSwim coach Tom O’Neill
- nouneisl t ,,diuy that there nolll
FAMILIAR FACES
be a meeting of all sal-sits’ and
Dean Miller, coach of the
freshman swiss’ team candidates
tonsorrow morning at 7:30 at Ilona! champion San J:Ne ui.,,
country team, has two men
the Spartan pool,
ning for him who competed kr
him at Mira Costa High in 19:o.
shape and is counted on for a 60 -Danny Murphy and Dick FlI’rugged defensive game tonight. nandez.
Logan is a "tiger," according to
his teammates.
San Jose will have to contain
the Bear’s John Periog and Jim
Baird, in order to be assured of
a win. However, Walton is not assigning anybody special to guard
the two Cal whizzes.
Last year, the Bears split with
the Spartan s, winning 10-7 at
339 S. 1st St.
Berkeley before getting a 12-8
(across from Hales)
dunking here later in the season
CY 7-4653
Along with Logan and Douglas, the Spartans will send Ray

HUMIDOR
SMOKE SHOP

The Inside Pitch

Personal Christmas Cards

Happy Cage Days
Depend On ,ophs

PAUL’S GREETING CARD SHOP
292-3565

34 Fountain Si,

5namigiok,waxil4skia) #
74-4 For Especially Fine
Jer

/1/91

JOT,

Italian Foods

Pizzeria

Including: Pizza, Spagetti, Lasagne,
Home Made Raviolis, and Sandwiches.
A so try our Sea Food Specials.

347 So. First (Next to Fox Theatre) CY 7-1136
;:-../141t11.T.TY r’lfirdTMETNITTEITIMINVEMITETIVITIfirti..:4
Our of this World Fund
111
Mien In Earth Prates
Whether it’s a meal or
a snack . . . try

Howard’s
Crystal Creamery
RESTAURANT
FOUNTAIN
fe, & Santa Clara, San Jose
7 a.m. - 1030 p.m.Closed on Mon.

llontt:3

wilshire

We Pick up arid Deliver for lubes

--7.:00 line of Auto Accessories

Santa Clara

If Stu Inman’s basketball candidates hail the game tApert,occ
right now to match their scoring potential. Inman would have evci\
right to stand atop Spartan Gym and bellow, "bring on USF "
Potentially and Inman agrees, this is the finest scoring Spart,e,
team in five years. Unfortunately, there are mostly sophormaa
and junior college transfers on the squad.
Here at San Jose State is a deliberate game of ba,kethall; chi ferent from the free-vJteeling. keep-shooting type of ’,Iter:,e.
To play this system well, it takes at least two years under In-Little 500" entries are due to- man’s wing. Because a majority of those Inman figures will to mo.-t
morrow, volleyball starts today of the playing, were either froshs or elsewhere last winter, it could
and football action continues in ex- be mid -season before the Spartans really show tneir worth.
Denny Bates, Bill Robertson and Bill Yonge are gone from kiI
tensixe intramural schedule at San
year --taking with them the heart of San Joe State’: h-tatd loth
Jose State.
In order for a team to enter Only Harry Edwards is left from last year’s regular front -liners.
The name Eddie Sims has been omitted from the rlartr.the "Little 500." it must have four
This isn’t an error. Eddie, a Nay veteran, had a road job opp
members and a bicycle to ride.
Two-man volleyball teams be- ’tunity in the San Jose area and elected to take it,
Frank Tarrantts 16-51. S. T. Sartolt1 16-3) and Bill Clegg 16-7.
gin play tills afternoon on the
till n , are sound forward prospects off the 1962-63 frash chub. Sat fold n ,Ninth Mfrs...t courts,
takes Ililtel at 11:15 p.m. A ’,eked- ’ the Spartababes’ top scorer,
Behind a slimmed -down Edwards at the pivot is soph
ule of matehes are on the MiraGoodere 16-61 and Greg Peterson 16-9i, who played trosh ball at S.N
mural bulletin hoard.
ATO No. 1 shin out the Sigi three years ago.
Edwards was around the 235 -pound mark last season. The muEps 13-0 as Tom Morehouse inter-!
cepted a pass and scampered 401 cular 6-8 pivotman has dropped around 20 pounds and feels "bob.,
yards for.a score and Gary Bren-! than ever," Inman declared,
At the guard positions, Inman has it just the way he likes it
neman scooted across from two
Last year’s two regulars aren’t even sure of starting this year.
yards out for another.
Alan Jansci and Ron Labetich are the regular backcourtmen in
The Beavers chewed down Founquestion. Jansci is a fine outside shooter and Labetich a real scrambler.
tain Hall 40-0, as Rich
However, freshman Pete Newell Jr. and Bob Griggs, Garry
threw three touchdown passes and
,e0 red one himself. Del Olson Gresham -a regular at SJS two seasons back, Guin Boggs, No. 3
"aught one scoring Pass and r;in varsity guard last year, could possibly unseat Jansci and Labetich.
Mel Simpson (6-31 played a lot of forward for Inman last year.
for two more.
Ill himm, fell victim to the I Bill Kinsey 16-41, a X’ transfer, and Rich Gtigat 16-2o, a one-tinie
Carksoakers 32-6 as .4o ii n UCLA Bruin, figure to gel their share of points.
Practice begins Monday at 3:30 p.m. Everylv,,I, hut INF
’Mown
Walker tossed five I
aerials and scared on an 85-yard i Perennial West Coast Athletic Conference lavoritc I- invited lo
. attend.
pass interception.
In other games: ATO No, 2.
********* ****** ****** ******************
7 AFROTC 0; Sigma Nu 21’
Sigma Phi 0; Leonard Hall 6.
Kappa Pi 0; Lambda Chi 6, Theta
Chi 0: DU 13, Sigma Chi 6; SAE
Theta XI 0; and Phi Sigma
I,:appa 7, DSP 0.

******

Lubrication Our Specialty

Corner of 10th &

Bike Entries
Due, ATO
Nabs Win

286-6190

TICO’S TACOS
SPECIAL COMBINATION
Tor-latio

Bice or Beans

Salad

89c
Phone orders CY 7-8421

4th and St. James

iltayjair
eike
chop

ir*

10-Speed Derailers from

$59.95

Lightweight 3 -speeds from

$39.95

Huret or Simplex nylon derailers only $4.95
(plus installation)

Santa Clara at 19th Street
CY 4-0742

Make Big Strides
in reading and
comprehension

* Meerschaum and
Calabash Pipes
* Smokers Accesories
* Complete Stock
of Magazines
and Paperbacks

Call CH 8-7674

Readith. guy

Noble
* Barnes
College Outline Series

375 TOWN & COUNTRY VILLAGE

Alma Golf Course
Considers your budget
REGULATION
HOLES OF GOLF
Thursday
2 for the price of I

751
7c,

Monday -Tuesday -Wednesday -Friday
per person
to 6 p.m.
Miniature Golf with ASB Card

501
1.,ghted Coo’s. - S,ars

-

ALMA GOLF COURSE
445 W. Alma St.

Phone 298-4909

SURFERS.....
ANNOUNCING...

VELZY
SURFBOARD
KITS
DO-IT-YOURSELF AND SAVE! Each Velzy Surfboard kit
contams: Potyureathane blank, wooden skeo, glass cloth,
rope, six quarts of rev’s, over 2 or. of catalyst, sand
paper, maslong tape and detaded instructions. Priced
$54.75 to $66.95.

OPEN MON. THRU SAT. 8 TO 5:30
-

*Parts
*Accessories
*Special Discount for
S.J.S. Students
4! 894 E.

* Imported Pipes
and Tobaccos

BICYC1E REPAIRS

WILLOW VAN
ES) L-14V..\;-,.:,&Pa AzAwarouvoi

-kdrifu.4.4/41
ONE STOP SHOPPING 750 V1111.08 ST . FREE PANNING 216-4058

Thursday. netober 10, 1961
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ipartans Risk Unbeaten Skein Against USF
Washington State’s Recruiting
A ’12th Man’ Against SJS

The NEW

Parker,
against
Ito leads
11,,

11111

San Jose State’, traveling squad
for Saturday’s football game at
Washington State numbers 37;
one more than the number of
out-of-state players wearing the
Crimson and Gray of the Cougars.

HONDA
TRAIL ’50’
especially for men
, machine devloped
to hunt, fish, or
nd women who like back
country. TI..
amp in the rugged
always ready to
is
"SO"
TRAIL
IONDA
rest or cre. Up to
and needs no of
rugged trowel at
co woes per gellon
MPH in the toughest coon.
,orn 0 to 30compare
it with any trail
Try it
market.
1.0.ne on the

lesestkra

5275"
BILL MANDER
35 Un.verstcy,,A4eana.C.T=r191.2130

OP
St.

That’s the major problem confronting Bob Titchenal’s Spartans as they invade Cougar
country: Washington State is
favored because of one reason
extensive recruiting.
Jim Sutherland has 36 players
who probably saw Washington for
the first time, within the year they
enrolled there. Prospective football candidates are usually flown
up to a school before they actually
enroll

--4/a111\
FOREIGN CAR

Closest to

SPECIALISTS

Campus...

San Jose Foreign Car Service
ACCO

Expert repair on all imported cars
Transmission overhaul and Lubrications
Tune-ups, Brakes, Motors

Bring this ad ...
GOOD FOR 10% STUDENT DISCOUNT
180 So Market

286-1100

PUBLIC AUCTION
Every Friday night-- 7 p.m.
( Pay-less
Govt. Supplies
Office Equipment
. Furniture
. Appliances
Tools
T. V.’s & Radios
Auction at:
548 W. Julian
292-4081

Second Hand Mart)
Building Materials
Desks
Files
Chairs
Wall Lockers
Antiques

2nd store,
201 N. 9th
294-5720

Open Daily
9 a.m.-9 p.m.

SENIORS
298

058

ciPAIRT.AN DAILY -5

FALL, SPRING AND SUMMER GRADS
make appointments NOW in the
Student Affairs Office B -I
for senior LA TORRE pictures.
(color phofograpasl

California has hit the Pullman.,
Wash., campus 115 if it were the
closest "soup line" during a major
depression. Twenty -Iwo of the
Cougars, including star quarterback Dave Mathieson, come from
California.
This isn’t a toma-up battle the
Spartans could just its easily
win or low. The Cougars will
more than likely he a twotouehdown or
morefavorite
against San ;low State.
In the season opener, WSC was
upended by Texas Tech 16-7, on
the winner’s home turf. Against
always-pc-sty lowa, the Cougars

line. Bob James ha, a punting average of 425 yard, oft 20 attempts.
Washington State, ass a Wain,
is the AANT leader in rushing
defense, and seeond in total otfens*, total &him., rushing offeriae and passing defenw.
li takes Ii’ tiling lots of it,
in many places to statistically
rank so high, so many ways. San
Jose doesn’t have it now,
Last year’s score: WS(’ 411, SJS
S. This yea,

Top Effort Needed
To Defeat SF Squad
it
1101

IFNI

Alt h
,!tt.
San
tiot be the "linorite"
. ,.cs
. match with the UniversdN ot
Francisco at Spartan Stadium.
According to Spartan coach Julie
I Menendez, lit will take a top effort by San Jose’s players to defeat the \ isiling Dons."
When the eurtain ralwa at A
p.m., the Spartans unblemished
reeord will he on the line, but
the support of 111411 I fans
111.11) inspire San Jose on to vie -

Tickets for the Sun Jow
State -t alifornia football game,
Oct. 19 at Berkeley, can titan
he pickcd up with student hotly
card at the Student Affairs
RUAilleeiti Office
8-11. Ticket
detuiline is Oct. 11.
ripped back two second half toticii’ downs for a 14-14 tie. Saturday,
WS(’ got a 70-yard touchdown run
by Clarence Williams to edge
;Arizona 7-2.
The Cougars are then 1-1-1 on
the year an average record by
appearance. Looking at their recon’ by statistics, well, that’s
. another stary..
Williams is the AAWI rushing leader with 311 yards, averaging 6.3 yards per carry. This
places the 9.6 sprinter second
In total offense to California
Morton’s
Craig
quarterback
332 yards,
Mathieson is second in passing,
again behind Morton with 25 for
50 and 222 yards. Dennis Shake,
has been his primary target with
eight receptions, second in the
AAWU.
if the Cougars can’t score on
you, they can do a good job in
keeping you :La ay from their goal

tory in their second Nor( al
League contest.
USE.’ will be making it- lua,
league appearance in
’III
h
match, but rates an edge tatd ila
Spartans.
The Dons have a team compoaea
mostly of South AITIPliCall player skillful at dribbling the ball
Francisco has won more leaa,,.
championships than any
.11
schord in the NorCal Leagla:
Last year Stanford depthed
the Dons of the league
pionrahlp by defeating them nit
the last day of file
son.
t’erder-jorward
Nlinitos, left-wing Joe Martinez iitaii
three-year letterman Ft-T11,,
I.opez-Contraeras lead the fa,.
lack.
Blink Akpan from Nigeria has
1/4.1.11
a
St alltbali
performer for
San JOSe, Last NI
lay Ite kicked
in three goals us the Sparta..
shut out San Francisco State
11 was the first blank for Sat.
lase this year in its fie matche, good indication that San Jose’,
,lefense is getting tougher.
Dim Zinter, Dave Gabor,
1.indores, Et Zumot and
:.4%;ins are the Spartan’s defensii
...Tars. Mike I -radian is quickly
into the limelight, laak 1...1.1 . lie has been hampered with
tn ankle injury but should ho’
1:;:ddy for the Dons.

CRAFTY CASSPlaying his best game for Coach Bob Titchenal
against Utah State was Cass Jackson, I86 -pound flanker back.
Jackson was a standout, both on offense and defense.

San Jose Varsity Judoists
Clash With Alumni Saturday
Situ Jost. State’s xarsity judo
loam makes its first appearance I
since returning from Japan when
it fights a group of Spartan
Alumni Saturday night in MG207
at 630.
The Spartan’s National Collegiate Judo Association champs will
have five of its national winners fighting against the Alumni..
195-pound
friary Newrinbit,
ehamp, will lead San Jose’s team !
into battle with NCJA allaround title holder, Dave Sawyer bolstering the Spartan attack.
Jim Baker will he the top
Alumni contender to fight against
the Spartan varsity. He has
trained for two years at Okayama
University in Japan and returned
to San Jose State to assist coach
Yosh Uchida.
Ten other Alumni will team with

1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111%

Baker, third place I lal-her in tie
1960 National AAU 185-pounil jud,,
division. in taking on the Spartans
Coach I-ehlda will stay out
of the comp.( ition but %% ill
referee the matches. Dim e% er.
his brother. tieorge I 1.11illa,
voach of the raiser-ally of California judo team, will compete.

BLIZZARD
TEMPCO

$3995

San Jose’s brown belt- will battle the University of Califrpnia
team in a preliminary contest with
the varsity fighting the Alumni
at 8 p.m.

The Skier’s Favorite
Down Quilt Parka
Blue, Black, Gren, Tan
SMLXL

ONLY six MEN
The San Jose Slate elloss country team was the only squad at
the 1962 NCAA championships at
East Lansing, Mich. that didn’t
have a full team. Only six men
represented the Spartans. who
won the national title with 59
points.
-

Ir-41,

MI 11,-.11,4

Freeman

2.4!op:7t

;

SAN JOSE
HEALTH CLUB
We all make mistakes ...

and

price of

RESULTS
slenderizing
or
weight
gaining

SALE

Entire stock of our plain front
all
trousers to choose from in
worsted
sizes and many colors
wools . . . blends of dacron &
wool, dacron & viscose, dacron &
from $12.95 to $24.95.
cottons

VAUGHN’S
121 S. 4TH

(across from the library)
IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIInimairn001011111111101111110111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111174

ERASE WITHOUT A TRACE
ON EATON’S CORRXSABLE BOND
Touch.type, hunt.and-peck, type with one hand tied
behind your hackit’s easy to turn out perfect papers
on Corasable. Because vou ran erase without a trace.
Typing errors disappear like magic with just the flick of
an ordinary pencil eraser.There’s never a telltale erasure
mark on Cerrisable’s special surface.
./".".
Coreisable is available in light,
medium, heavy weights and Onion /
Skin. In convenient lad -sheet
packets and 5011. sheet ream
run)"
boxes. Only Eaton makes
Corrisable.

San Jose Health Club
413 E. Santa Clara St.
CALL 295-9910

N’t 411. ihrn snit.
117 -

1-i

2.9-e’a, I

YEA
TEAM
fight...
fight...
give
em...
the ax
the ax
the ax
...hold
that
line
fight...
fight...
...YEA
TEAM
whew
pause

Keep in shape at the

personal attention

Pizza
Refreshments
Lie Ninsie

aennJ!!c../..,1
r

GIRLS

for the

HAMBONES
for

btentgie;

with
Coke

A Berkshire Typewriter Paper
EATON PAPER CORPORATION

PITTSPIRLD, MAW

Bottled under the authority of
The Coca Cola Company 1) :
Coca Cola Bottling Conlpany
of San Joss, San Jose, Calikurnle

li--sPAR’rAN DAILY
Thursday :Slither 10, 1963

Vollie

F.

Judi
Iliebott
for
Freshman Rep.
Thursday & Friday

The A eckend
Is tomite, A great opportunity to
dine out and relax in our
comfortable dining room.

Bohannon’s, where superb food and courteous,
efficient service make it
a real thrill to eat out. If
you’ve

been there you

know, if not come out this

CAPPO, SJS
Groups Plan
Seminar Here
The California Association of
Public Purchasing Officers
iCAPF’01 and San Jose State’s
Management Dept. will jointly
sponsor the Third Annual Public
Purchasing Seminar tomorrow at
16 in MG205.
Registration fee for the one-day
seminar is $4.
FORCE OR FARCE?
Following opening remarks by
Ed Rawlinson, seminar chairman,
George A. Cumming will speak
on "Your Purchasing Department:
A Force or a Farce...
Cumming, deputy state purchasing agent. San Francisco, will
discuss CAPPO’s use of the considered judgments of operating departments.
George A. Watson, regional sales
manager at Union Carbide Metals
San Francisco will talk about
Sales Looks at Purchasing."
A former purchasing agent, William Hunrick, Jr., will speak on
-Purchasing’s Place in Management." Hunrick is presently assistant city manager for Berkeley.
I Glen Morgan will review the
mechanics of good buying in a
speech following the seminar
luncheon.
BID WRITING
"Specifications, Bid Writing and
Testing," is the subject of Mor:zan’s talk. He is chief of the specification section of the purchasing
division of California.
Robert B. Cumming, association
’manager of the Los Angeles office
of Fidelity and Deposit Co. of
Maryland, will talk on "Are You
Getting the Full Value Out of
Your Surety Dollar?"
Victor W. Quam, chief deputy
purchasing agent, for the County
of Los Angeles and second vice
president ot CAPPO. will discuss
.t’ontract Buying and Blanket
Orders."
Judge of the Superior Court of
’,Arita Clara County, Hon. MarS. Hall, will give a talk
,i..out "The Purchase Order, A
1.._:11 Contract?’
Speaker Gears Talk
On ’Logic Circuits’

weekend to ...

Herman Smith of the International Business Machines Corporation will be guest speaker at the
Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers meeting tonight
at 7:30 in ED100.
Smith’s address entitled "Computer Building Blocks -The Logic
(’ircuits" will, according to IEEE.
"Be geared to the elementary level
so that everyone can understand
and enjoy the talk."

I !III -. I ir-t

Spartaguide
TODAY:
Sigma Delta Chi, 7:15 p.m., J101. ,
society of Automotive Engineprio, 7 p.m., Aeronautics Building,
Coleman Avenue at Municipal Airport.
Young Republicans, 8 p.m.,
CH226.
Institute of Electrical Engineers,
7:30 p.m., ED100.
Baptist Student Union, 7:30
p.m.. College Chapel.
Women’s Tumbling, 4:30 p.m..
playing field near Music Building.
Women’s Competitive Swimming, 4:30 p.m., Women’s Gym
pool.
Economics Student Assn., 7 p.m.,
Cafeteria Room A.
lintel, 8 p.m., 79 S. Fifth St.

Audubon Series
Begins Friday --’Right To Live’
"The Right to Live." a film depicting plants and animals on the
west coast of Canada, will kick-off
the 1963-64 Audubon Film Series
tomorrow night at 8 in the main
Um.
Narrated by Chester P. Lyons,
"The Right to Live" examines the
five most important life zones in
British Columbia in an attempt to
give a cross section of its people,
their basic industries, and the
plant and animal life of the
province.
Admission for SJS students is
50 cents and season tickets are
$2. The rates for the general public are 90 cents and $3 respectively.

Oriental Clubs
Set ’Sports Nig

Iota Delta Phi, French honor
society, 7:30 p.m., 111.
TOMORROW:
Veterans Club, 12:30 p.m., ED331.
Spartan Chi Sports Night, 8
p.m.. Women’s Gym.
f’hasuf Club, 2:30 p.m., Student
Union lounge.

Placement Office
Has Some Jobs
The Placement Office has some
jobs available-Photographer to take pictures
of students: Practical photo and
darkroom experience required. Salary $500 a month.
---Partner in new business venture! Accounting graduate with
keen interest in business problems
and aptitude at presenting solutions in sales situations.
- Plant manager: Mechanical
engineer with machine shop experience. Must be free days to
manage plant. Job consists of
coordinating 20 employees in the
shop.
- Quality control man to make
production tests: Degree not necessary, but cours.ework in chemistry, physics and math desirable.
Working hours 11:30 p.m. to 7:30
a.m. $110 a week.
-Assistant to locksmith to succeed man retiring. Learn locksmithing and maintenance of
equipment. Degree not necessary.
Anyone interested is requested
to contact with D. A. Kauffman,
business and industrial placement
director, at ADM234.

"Sports Night" will he held tomorrow from 8 to 12 p.m., in WG21, 22, 23.
Three oriental clubs--Hawaiian
Club, Spartan Chi, and Oriocci
are sponsoring the event to promote friendship and understanding among oriental students, according to Jennifer Louie, secretary of Spartan Chi.
Ping-pong, volleyball, basketball, badminton and dancing are
planned.
Members of the clubs will he admitted without charge. Non-members pay 50 cents.
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lines
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Five times
204 a line

$1.00
1.50
2.00
2.50

$1.50
2.25
3.00
3.75

$2.00
3.00
4.00
5.00

.50

.75
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Announcements (I)

Hein Wanted (4)

U Persoaais (f)

Automotive (2)

Housing (5)

f=1 Services (II)

For Sole131
Print your ad here:

Lost and Found lill:fl Transportation (1)

SKACIES
. . . the old-fashioned kind’

M’M’M’M GOOD/

Run Ad POT 2/3/4/5 Days (Circle Ono)

E

Phone

CV 4-8962

New Owner:
Bobbie bland Cocanour
(Formerly of Campus Beauty

66 E. San Fernando

(Between 2nd & 3rd Sts.)

54’fr
\\Olt

\\

SAVE 50c

SAVE Stir

Quirk (lean Center
Dry Clean & Launderette
8 Lbs. Drycleaning - $2.00
Large Load 8 to 10 Garments
24 minute service

Paul Newman
In Friday Show

Cl

te
n1

Spartan Daily Classifieds
BUY ’EM!
RADIO EQUIPMENT

.

GORDON

HALL ANNEX:

.;
NC 9d .
on at 335 N ; .

rld.

PRIVATE ROOM. 1.:1
ROOM FOR MAN. f
NICE ROOM. 2
75 ’2. 10th Si. 2;

4.

1 GIRLS
1,-.91,
29 ,
,
Irt
rt n.
:
PERSONALS Ill
,/, ’.
to, Now
Road6rs Low s. 318 S. lOth
.
1‘., 792 L 777,
SUPERFLUOUS HAIR REMOVED. 5,
rri 5n. Marty GIRLS If /- . would file t, on 16ctrolou. Nanlelle R. E. 210 S. 1’
’59 SPRITE, E2,,d1ie.
$1.75
Ind
can
4
.
793-1938
774 4499.
,,
47;
/
n HP’
Ern ’net
60 SPRITE. M".,1 1,0
SERVICES III
h
$79, 2r,1 7 09._
TYPING SERVICE
HASHER WANTED MORNING AND
EXPERT
’59 VESPA G.S. 14 goer) Es".ollent con Day or night. 25k ’,,50. 297-8363 evenings.
a
TYPING.
EXPERT
HOUSING 151
’53 FORD 2 Door, R -H, Automatic
’. .;. 4,Ca. 257
751.4553,
ready to
ROOM TO SHARE .
.
TYPING. IN MY HOME
$595. Clean.
’57 VOLVO. R
(Thu 259 "
2AA 5757
for al,. Ph. 74A 24
AUTO
INSURANCE
,
engine,
54 MGTF.
ELDERLY GENTLEMEN 2,
ChM B,Ini Insurance, 34T, 5 V-.
io, n975,
T
fr4 4.
TV RENTALS
59 NASH METRO. ,shape.
$10 month
STUDIO
APARTMENT
874’
’inn. 294
FOR GIRL. N.,
Phone 292-3457_ _
T
CHILD CARE IN MY HOME.
4
29.3 .T;897.
campus. Infa-, -GRADUATE MALE to share new? t
Reasonah, 7..9 7’T
wiw
carpet:
MI101
F
59 SPRITE, wf
Is
GERMAN TUTORING:
d
’
795 ;2;15 eve.
’1 ’ ’
’
60 CORVETTE. 4 ,heed. 3/4 cern. 3
’,62-3403.
. AUTO. LIFE, FIRE INS.
, Pad ro 9667. Ph 1 2 MALE
’
.’H ""t
’ATE FARM
r,,n taco
liar&
.1;
PR 4174
’57 OLDS 2
3997? " 59969.
P. . . F
w
PVI&Ct
cd;on
rod F.I LUX. UNAPPROVED APARTMENT. Pool EXTRA 2
58 CORVETTE
I’,’, 29
4 549 IIj.
y. 680 5. 8th
TRANSPORTATION (4)
r6e-r1,-In
53 STUDE ,
APPROVED HOUSING CONTRACT
WANTED
’ ’ ’
,
29; 0258. RIDE
1150. 27
.53 FORD ,
.
MALE TO SHARE FLAT
STUDENTS WANT RIDE
I./
B,1,9 ". a.
Pu 1,herW.
4,, 4,...
I UNAPPROVED
2
29: 9973 G,
62 RED VW. 4.,
.56 FORD

Come in for a neat. You’ll find McDonald’s means goodness
in food and lots of it. The service is fast and our prices will
please you.

Address .
City

10% Discount to all College
students and personnel
Open six days a week
Mon. -Thu.-Fri. 9 a.m. to 9 p.m
Tue.-Wed.-Sat. 9 a.m. to 6 p.m

Individual Styling,
Permanent Waves,
Hair Cutting,
Tinting and Bleaching

56 MGA Evellent condition. R31, Now SUNBEAM ALPINE
NEED MAN TO SHARE APARTMENT
e’
"75.00 NAVY GOT .
T..;
$195. 225-1332 after 5 p.m.
.
0.
.4
79
’53 FORD 4-DOOR. Stick, Radio, heater.
VACANCY:
perfect condition. 294,9136. SURFBOARD
"
’57 OLDS 2 Door Hardtop. Chrome
/,
dumps. New transmission, lifters, valves. 2 FOR 1 SLACK SA.I E
5675. 296 7473
LOST AND FOUND Ill
’60 DODGE 7 Door Hardtop Pioneer
HELP WANTED (4)
ADIES WRISTWATCH
r1,,,
VirensmisLion, $1050/
LIFEGUARD. I.’ .
./1
1.
i
1
61 MGA

...to the last draw

Name .

Christy’s Beauty Salon

AUTOMOTIVE 121

... from the first sip

Check No

All interested students invited to attend

;
4; "9
OBTAIN A COMMERCIAL RADIOTELEPHONE LICENSE. EnT.’, r,
SCUBA GEAR, tank, suit, fins, ma 1,
n
Furiher
- t,
’ CY 5-t601.
’
4, 9 ’, 292.8667. After
FOL1S 10 SPEED, H ,"of, sew -ups, $4’

... 16 ounces

Starting Dote

160 North 3rd St.

THIS AD IS WORTH ONE DOLLAR

ANNOUNCEMENTS (1)

... triple-thick

Enclosed $

Ini

THE FIRST UNITARIAN CHURCH

Swimming Exempt
Test Today

SENIORS . . . Make appointments at
B-I for La Torre pictures.

... creamy good

(Count 33 Lofton and Swat for Each Lino)

Men’s living centers interested
in supporting a team in the second
annual running of the Little 500
bike race Friday, Oct. 25, must
turn their entries in to the intramural office, MGI21, by 5 p.m.
tomorrow.
Held on the South Campus
track, the Little 500 is
50-mile
hike race. Whichever team makes
the distance first, equal to 200
laps around the track, takes home
the honors.
There will be four men on each
team and two alternates, according to Bob Pitcher, Little 500
chairman.
Living groups which submit entry blanks must have a representative present at a meeting Oct.
16 in MG205
Rules will be presented at this
meeting and teams for the finals
will be chosen, according to
Pitcher,
Final trials have been scheduled
for Friday, Oct. 18, at 2:30 p.m.

McDonald’s* -

FOP Dr,PI AY ADVERTISING RATES, CALL CV 4-6414, EXT.
208!. 1 R(JK/1 120 TO 4:20, MONDAY THROUGH FRIDAY.
CHEcK A CLASSIFICATION:

TONIGHT: 7:30 P.M.

Mee Me ffi. getPme arefem

NEW CLASSIFIED RATES
Three times
254 a line

Panel Discussion

Entertainment

I

BUY DAILY CLASSIFIEDS!

One time
500 a line

"The Meaning of Liberal Religion"

A swimming exemption test for
women will be given todayt
Bring in this ad and
at 5 p.m. in the Women’s Gym. ;
SAVE 50c
The test is necessary for all
women students who hope to meet
Open 8 a.m. ’Till Midnight
Corner 9th fIt NIk illiam
their swimming requirements by
taking an exemption test.
Women must provide their own
bathing caps and soap. Swim suits
will be furnished.
The test will consist of a tenminute swim in which four of the
five basic strokes must be demonThis ad is worth $1.00 toward any local purchase
Women’s Dc)rrn Events strated satisfactorily.
over $5.00 - or 100o off on lesser amounts. Save
and volleyball
Wednesday. Oct. 16 at 5 pn,
your money for the coming social functions. Buy
will be two of the features of the swimming exemption test all
your flowers from us. We have them all.
Girls’ Day at Washburn Hall on be repeated.
Sunday from 2-4 p.m.
We welcome charges.
The event, which is sponsored by
Washburn Hall, is a social funcWe will deliver to you free of cost.
tion when all the women students
from the women’s dorms will get
’Swept Bird if Youth," start -in.’
together.
Paul Newman and Geraldine
The best entertainment provided Page, will be the movie featured
by one of the three dorms will re- at this week’s Friday Flicks.
ower.i.
ceive a prize. A "wing-ding" conThe movie will be shown in Tli.
cell 286-1464
980 So. led St.
test will also be featured at Girls’ 55 at 7 and 9:30 p.m. Admissioi, =
Day. The girls from each wing in is 35 cents.
FI11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111118
each dorm will dress one girl as a
"ding." There will be a prize for
the best one.
Refreshments will be served.

To buy, rent, or sell a cymbidium, o Didus ineptus, a
frangiponni, or any other sensible thing, just fill out this
handy order form, clip if, and send it with a check or
cosh to the Spartan Daily Advertising Office, J207, San
Jose State College, San Jos. 14, California. Ads must
be in by 2:30 P.M. two days prior to publication.

Minimum
T wo lin es
One time

Team Entries
For Little 500
Due Tomorrow

Corner of Third and San Carlos

r

S

r

r

To place an ad:
’59 AS.VESPA. i
/44 92 /2

Office, J201, 1.30.4."
_SC:Adnl dl E nalcntloh:spesadrcty:nohr:::rilythlii:a;

WILL TRADE

FOR SALE (3)

MALE ROOMMATE
10% DISCOUNT for all ctudants. Hour
Ht. 132 5,555
Shoo Store, 163 S. 1st. Smart styles. . ,

N. oboe* orders
;

6

